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BEYOND OPEN BANKING

Abstract
‘Beyond Open Banking’ is about leveraging and monetizing the API
infrastructure and data openness to innovate and create pioneering
customer-centric solutions riding on disruptive technologies (Blockchain,
AI, Automation, IOT etc.), data, design, lean UX, agile and scaling up the
products and services. Infosys ‘Navigate Your Next’ framework is in sync
with the ‘Beyond Open Banking’ strategy and can help banks in their digital
transformation journey from design, strategy to scaled execution with
AI-powered core, agile digital at scale and always-on-learning solutions
through integration (APIs / data openness) and capability to sell the right
product at the right time to the right customer.

Beyond Open Banking
The financial services business in general
is going through a paradigm shift in these
times of digital transformation powered by
the rapid technological advancements and
the onset of new and nimble competitors.
At the same time, regulatory interventions
are also prying open the industry to fresh

compliance. A simple compliance with
the regulatory requirements will leave the
banks vulnerable to competition, besides
eroding their own customer base. Hence,
banks must look beyond compliance to
see how they can take advantage of these
regulatory initiatives and emerge winners
in the new world.

services and add value to their customers.
Infosys has been working with several
big banks, helping them to successfully
develop the APIs required to comply with
the CMA regulatory framework. Infosys
has also been actively working with banks
in pitching new ideas to leverage the
emerging API economy; some of the key

new competition. This paper looks at

The next wave, or ‘Beyond Open Banking’,

ideas being explored are: how to create

‘Beyond Open Banking’ and we present our

is going to be about innovation and

an unified communication hub leveraging

view that these regulatory interventions

how banks leverage these APIs and

open APIs from different channels; how to

and technological advancements offer

infrastructure to come up with pioneering

create a one-stop shop unified payments

an ideal opportunity to innovate banking

offerings. ‘Beyond Open Banking’ is

platform; how to use location-based

offerings, create new revenue streams and

about design, experience, digital and

services and open APIs for customer

shape the future of the financial services

actionable insights, using disruptive

identity verification; how to mash up

industry. The first wave of Open Banking is

technologies such as AI, Automation,

Blockchain and APIs in the lending space;

in place and banks are making significant

IOT, Blockchain etc., and the associated

how to extend banking into corporate ERP

investments in creating the Open Banking

inter-connectedness enabled by the APIs,

by creating ERP connectors and create

infrastructure and APIs for regulatory

to create unique, innovative products and

bespoke integration and interfaces, etc.
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Infosys Strategy &
Framework
Infosys’ core strategy of ‘Navigate Your
Next’, with its framework and approach
to digital transformation, is well suited to
help our clients in ‘Beyond Open Banking’
initiatives. The five-fold navigation
framework acts as an accelerator of valuecreation and realization in delivering
superior products and experiences for
their clients. Infosys’ framework enables
an end-to-end scalable solution in terms
of design, experience, and strategy, to
scaled execution riding on an AI-powered
core, scaled agile digital and always-onlearning. The AI-powered core brings the
power of AI to build a deeply automated
foundation for the enterprise that serves
up vital insights to prioritize execution

Figure 1: Infosys Navigate Your Next Framework

of change. Agile Digital at Scale creates

performance and customer delight.

along with ideas from a cross-section of

new enterprise-wide digital capability to

Always-on-Learning drives continuous

industries and innovation ecosystems

deliver unprecedented levels of business

improvement by transferring digital skills

(Source: Infosys)

How can Banks win the Open
Banking Race?

consequently, banks can decide how these
Open APIs will be accessed, used and be
charged for, depending on their particular
business need and overall strategy. Banks
can monetize APIs via direct and indirect
monetization models, as banks can dictate
how to open their APIs to other partners

1. Moving to an API-first mindset – Bank of
APIs
2. Moving from a pipeline model to a
platform model
3. Right customer, right product, right time

Direct monetization opportunities

Moving to the API-first
mindset – Bank of APIs
APIs are the key to the future of banking
as they play a critical role by enabling a
more connected application architecture,
delivering platform solutions as a service
and products that are cloud-enabled.
APIs can be developed and evolved in a
rapid manner as per customer or system
needs and changing market requirements
connecting banking business data and
functionalities to third parties. Types of
Open APIs can range from Partner to
Public, having various degrees of openness;

• API Access Fee / fee for usage –
direct revenues based on volume or
subscription fee, or provide third-parties
with premium tools / data through
exclusive APIs
• Shared Value – e.g. consumer paying
a percentage of the transaction that
utilizes partners’ services

stores. When sales are made through the
dedicated credit application powered by
the API platform, it would assist in driving
additional revenues for a bank.
• Brand uplift / product promotion
– improve an incumbent’s brand,
strengthen marketing messages through
the usage of third-party channels,
boosting customer gain and selling more
financial products
• Free Access to APIs – providing free
access to APIs and systems in exchange
for gathering actionable insights from
data that can later boost revenue with
better understanding of customer
profiles.

Indirect monetization opportunities

• Agility / Reuse – the usage and utilization
of third-party innovations would lower
the bank’s internal development costs –
both capex and opex.

• Referred business / sales leads – e.g. a
bank could offer open API, facilitating a
free credit application to third parties,
such as travel agents or electronic

• Lead generation – by opening up the
APIs to certain partners, such as travel
agents, banks have the opportunity to
increase cross-selling opportunities
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of the transaction that utilizes partners’ services.

Figure 2: Banking as a Platform

Indirect monetization opportunities
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Figure 2: Banking as a Platform
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Figure 4: Cognition-Action Framework to sell the right product at the right time to the right customer
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Conclusion
The three key strategies that will determine
the winners in the Open Banking battle are:
1. Moving to API-first mindset –Bank of
APIs
2. Moving from a pipeline model to a
platform model
3. Right customer, right product, right
time
With the initial opening up of the banks
via APIs well beyond the nascent stage, the
second wave to go ‘Beyond Open Banking’
is the need to leverage and monetize the
opportunity for inter-connectedness to
innovate and deliver customer-centric
solutions. Infosys’ ‘Navigate Your Next’
framework can help guide the banks in
their digital transformation journey from
design and strategy to scaled execution
with AI-powered core, agile digital at
scale and always-on-learning solutions
through integration (API integrability /
data openness) and capability to sell the
right product at the right time to the right
customer.
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